Automotive MFC-100™
The Automotive MCF-100™ with hydraulic lift is great for lifting, moving and towing automobiles or any vehicle on wheels. It keeps your business moving.

• Move vehicles up to 4,000 lbs.
• Heavy-duty construction
• Easily attach to vehicle
• “J” hooks attach to front or rear suspension
• T-Hooks attach to the transport holes
• Fingertip controls
• Two speeds, forward or reverse
• Operator panel on handle houses switches controlling the two speeds, direction and horn
• Forward / reverse handle provides additional safety
• Operator control arm turns cart at nearly right angles
• Two 12-volt deep cycle batteries provide 24-volt power to the electric/hydraulic system
• Built-in battery charger
• Hydraulic traction motor for smooth operation
• Tough nylon webbing provides safe, secure hold

Options

• Bumper guard protects painted surfaces from contact with nylon sling
• Utility table raises and lowers 2,000 lbs.
• Heavy-duty jumper cable set furnishes 12-volt jump start
• Push Pad accessory turns Automotive MFC-100 into a vehicle pusher
• Lifting crane with 600 lb. capacity
• Tire chains increases traction in winter conditions
• Wheel lift accessory

WHEEL LIFT OPTION